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medical diagnostics and electronic books. OLEDs

destiny, but this is what he has to say about the
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discipline that consumes his life: "The coming

self-luminous and do not require backlighting,
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and are therefore far more energy-efficient than
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Prof Marks is nothing if not tenacious. A fellow

words, he is onto the exciting idea of "rationally

scientist describes him this way: "If he gets

designing completely new structures that self-

an idea, he pursues it, even if he has to make

assemble and generate the desired functions, such
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Prof Marks has also turned his attention to
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What Prof Marks embraces in his research is
remarkably original and 9.iyerse. Not content
with what chemistry yields, Prof Marks' research
has gone interdisciplinary, discovering the novel
chemical, physical or biological properties of
substances. He is unafraid to challenge established
dogma, often confronting fundamental problems
head on. His research has resulted in huge savings
in energy and precious resources. By his impact
alone, he is a scientific master of the first order.
Less well known is his other accomplishment,
mentoring over 100 PhD students and an equal
number of postdoctoral fellows, not to mention
hundreds of undergraduates. More than 100 of
these alumni are now academics fanned out
across the world.
The list of Prof Marks' accomplishments and
awards is so long that it is the despair of anyone
trying to chronologically keep up with them. With
the professor relentlessly pushing the envelope,
the day is not far off when car windshields will
display maps, when we can hold Leo Tolstoy's
1,400-page War and Peace in a few thin sheets of
recyclable plastic rolled up in our hands. Now that
is science we can cheer for.
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